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N0 .. 16

Student Spiritual Retreat
To· Be Held Next Weel{
On University Campus

--Entire Senior And Jun·,___________. . .,
1
Students To Be Divided
Leonard C. Griffith, Edior Classes,1 And Se- Retreat Schedule
Purdue
Debate
Team
Into Two Groups For
itor Announces That
lected Group Of Lower
Noses
Out
Xavie1·
Monday, Tuesday, and Wed·
Annual Spiritual Ex·
Annual Is Ready For
Classmen To Compete.
ne5day.
ercises.
initial Draft. Photos=-----------......:
- 9:00 a. m.-Mass, followed by
A Xavier debate team consistInstruction.
·.Have Been Compleied. ing of Albert A. Stephan and The entire juni!or and senior
Intermission in Silence.
BY ELMER J. GRUBER
Again this year, as usual, when
Old Man Winter fades away to
advent spring, the time has come
when the "mind of the undergraduate'' turns toward "The
Musketeer." ("The Musketeer,"
for the benefit of ignorant Fresh:men and forgetful upper-classmen, is the year-book published
by Xavier University). That it
may never · be said, therefore,
that the News does not cater to
its public, this article is designed
to inform the student of his annual.
The \first and foremost question ·which is probably in1the
mind of everyone is: When will
"The Musketeer" ·be issued?
Well, if rumor and r.eport and
actual statement of the editor
mean anything, the annual this
year will Teach its readers at the
end of May. Of course, this reporter washes his hands of all
responsibility in reporting the
inatter. He has written only
what :he . has ibeen ~ relayed ·authoritatively to him. :And even
an ·editor can err in his prediction.. .Such ·a thing has happened in the past.
This year, however, the editor
seems quite justified in making
a definite prediction for the end
of May, when the amount of
work already completed is considered. Every piece of material for the 1937 annual is in the
hands of the editor; all the articles have been submitted; and
the pictures have been taken
and developed. With this completed, the foundation has ·been
laid and the subsequent construction can ·be carried out in
earnest.
There remains now only the
correction and revision of the
material, :bhe setting of the first
draft; then more revision and
finished .praduct will be a reality. That does not seem too
great a task to be completed by
the end of May.
Of course, what the annual
will contain is also deserving of
some consideration. Be it sufficient to say that it will contain
practically the same subject matter as last, with the addition of
an R. 0. T. C. section and a night
school department.
If present
indications are a criterion, it
seems safe, even to 'this <reporter,
to say that this year's "Musketeer" will be a superb masterpiece.
P~~~~~-~!!!
..!!!-~!!!·-~~~-!!!!!!'"~

• • •

The

W E·E K
At Xavier • • •
Monday: meeting of new So..f
dality officers with moderator to
discuss plans for future meetings
~etreat begins in Bellermine
·Chapel for lower classmen and
iri Ellet Hall for seniors and
"dorm" juniors. ·
Thursday, April 1: Intercolleg
iate Latin contest in which all
A. B. Latin students will participate.
·
:
·

Charles L. McEvoy, ·both juniors
in the college of liberal arts,
lost to Purdue University last
Friday afternoon in an intercollegiate debate held in the lobby
of the Biology Building.
McEvoy and Stephan upheld
the affirmative side of the question, "Resolved, that Congress
should be empowered to fix minimum wages and maximum
hours for industry."
The critic judge was Edwin G.
Becker, member of the Cincinnati Board of Education.

-

May 12 Set. As
Date For German
Club Banquet
Gris~old

Speaks In First
Of Series Of Speeches;
Club Drops Several
Members.

Alex Griswold, junior, ibegan a
series of speeches on the musical
history of Germany beginning
wit'!\ the period of the hundred
years before J. S. Bach, at the
monthly meeting of the Heidelberg Club last week.
Besides various speeches, seven former members of the club
were officially dropped from the
organization because of too many
unexcused absences.
The date of the annual banq~et of the German Club was announced at this meeting for .May
1·2th to be held at the Palace Hotel.

Latin classes and ~onor students
in Latin from the1 freshmen and
sophomores will .l participate in
1
the annual interc6llegiate Latin
;
contest which is to be held in
the Mary G. Lbdge Reading
Roam of the Library Building
on Thursday, April 1.
The contest, open to 10,000.
students at aH ;Jesuit colleges
and universities fu the Chicago
and Missouri pro-\rinces, is conducted each year to determine
the ·best ten Latin scholars in
the middlewest.
There will be two parts to the
contest. In the morning,· the
contestants will render a selected passage of English prase into
idiomatic Latin. '
The afternoon session will be
devoted to translation of a passage from classical Latin into
English.
The Rev. Albert J. Camenzind, S. J., profe.sSor of Latin at
Xavier, will select the 1best three
papers at Xavier and submit
them . to -pr-0vindi'al . authorities
for rating with · nine other
schools.
These universities and colleges
are the University of Detroit;
Loyola University of Chicago;
John Carroll University of
Cleveland; St. Louis University;
Marquette University of Milwaukee; Regis College of Denver; Rockhurst College of Kansas City, Mo.; The Creighton
University of Omaha, Neb.; and
St. John's College of Belize,
British Honduras.
The student at Xavier placing
highest in the contest will receive the Latin medal at the commencement exercises in June.

10:30 a. m.-Second Instruction
followed by
Examination of Conscience.
Intermission in Silence.
12:30 p. m.-Way of the Cross
and Instruction.
- '
Intermission in Silence.
1:45 p.m.-lnstruction follow·
ed by Benediction.

·---------...,...----i

Wilson And Tepe
Challenge Var·
sity Debaters
Debate Likely To Be
Held On First Meeting
After Intra-Semester
Tests Are Held.·
A challenge in the nature of a
debate was issued to Philopediaii members by a freshman·team
consisting of Melvin Tepe and
Raymond Wilson, Jr. This innovation should effect an eventful
program as Messrs. Wilson and
Tepe displayed their ability at a
former meeting.
The question: "Resolved that
all electrical utilities should be
owned and operated by the Feder.al Government," has aroused
public interest in the last decade,
and the arguments pro and con
are numerous.
It is probable that this forensic struggle will not be enacted
until after the examination, since
the annual Retreat commences
Monday.

,..-----------------------------------------..

Evening Division to Celebrate
Quarter Of Century Of Service
Silver Jubilee Dance
And Card Party To Be
Held At Hotel Alms
Ballroom' March 31.
A quarter century of service in
the field of evening university
education is being observed this
year by the Evening Division of
·xavier University, located at the
downtown college; 520 Sycamore
Street.
·To celebrate the accomplishments of these 25 years a silver
jubilee dance and card party is
n·ow being arranged by a student
committee from the evening di·
vision for the night of March 31,
at the Hotel Alms Ballroom.
More than 500 students are at
present pursuing evening studies
at Xavier and thousands more
are numbered among those who
successfully completed courses
·since the opening of night classes
in the fall of 1911.
The Xavier · Evening Division
opened as the School of Com-.
merce of St. Xavier College and

its first prospectus stated that the
courses were offered "for the
benefit of young men, irrespective of their religious adherence,
who have more than ordina1·y intelligence, energy and ambition,
and who realize that scientific
business training is essential to
success in the modern business
world."
Booomes Co-Ed
In 19'18 all courses in this department were opened equally to
men and women because of the
ever-increasing opportunities for
women in--the business world.
At the present time the Evening Division has the same departmental structure as the regular day division. The Department of Liberal Arts and Sci· ences ha.s a three-fold purpose:
(a) To offer opportunities to men
and women interested in cultural subjects; (b) To offer opportunities to students to fulfill prel~gal requirements; (c) To offer
student.s opportunities to begin
or complete required and elective
subjects toward degree requirements.
T·he Department of Commerce

and Finance likewise serves in a
three-fold manner: (a) By offering to high school graduates an
opportunity to work during the
evening for the academic degree
of Bachelor of Science in Commerce; (b) By offering to special
·students an opportunity to take
coul'ses they desire either for
general knowledge of the workings of business or for aid in the
particular work in which they
are employed; (c) By offering
specialized training in the field
of accounting for those who desire to enter the accounting profession and take the C. P. A. examination.
Faculty To Attend
Every student in attendance in
the evening division since 1929
has received a special invitation
to the Silver Jubilee Party at the
Alms Hotel. In addition, all
present and former faculty members have been asked to attend
as honor guests of the evening.
Students in the regular day
classes on the Avondale campus
have been urged to bring a guest
for cards and dancing or to
(Continued on Page 6)

A long awaited event at Xavier University, the annual student spiritual retreat, will be
held next week, beginning !Monday and continuing until the
Easter recess.
The student body will ibe divided into two sections; and separate retreat-masters will conduct the conferences for each division.
The retreat for freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors of the
day division, will be conducted
in Bellarmine Chapel by the Rev.
John J. Sullivan, S. J., a mem·ber of the Jesuit Mission Band
with headquarters in Chicago.
Mission Band
Father ·Sullivan is well-known
to many of the Alumni and
friends of the University •because
of his position on the Xavier
staff several years ago as headmaster of Elet Residence Hall,
and later as pastor of Bellarmine
Chapel.
.Rev. A. J. Diersen, president
of St. Xavier High 1School, will
preach the retreat to the senior
students and to to the junior r~
identif oI"Efe1-Hall:- ·.rrhe coriferences for this group will be held
in the Elet Hali Chapel.
During the retreat all classes
will 1b e suspended.
The retreat was to be held immediately after the semester examinations in January ·but was
postponed because of flood conditions.

Tavern Lil{ely
To Shift Day
Of Meetings
Change To Be Effective
If Monday Is Found
Completely }., re e Of
Activities.
Plans for cllanging the bimonthly meeting riight of the
Mermaid Tavern ·from Wednesday to Monday 'were discussed
and tentatively approved at the
regular meeting of the group last
night in the Union House. The
decision to change the night resulted from the large number of
conflicts encountered on Wednesday night, according to the
host, Ray Kemble. Whether or
not the change will become definite depends on whether or not
Monday night will: ·be found to
be completely open or not, he
said.
The decision on the proposed
short story contest, which would
be held at the first meeting after
Easter was postponed. Once this
year and twice last year the
group has held such -contests,
Kemble said.
Charles Hu·ghes, newest member of the Tavern, took the floor
for the first time last night. Older members completed the evening's program.
'.Ilhe next meeting of the Mermaids will be held in two weeks,
the exact date depending on
whether or not the meeting night
IS changed.
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Catholic EducationHE .writer of this editorial recently
engaged in an argument with a fellowstudent over the worth of Catholic education. The .critic did not find fault with the
content of the education but with the
methods of presenting it. He based his
contention on the fact that a number of
students do not ·seem to grasp the full
meaning of Catholicism and are not equipped to confront opposition with sound, intellectual argumentation.
·His very arguments, however, seem to
imply that the fault lies not in the methods of education but with the individual
students. The fact that the students are
at. the most only exposed to an education and that the majori.ty do make a
"go'~ '.'Qt it !n~icates clearly that a certain
secfor' fails not because of meagre opportunities but because of the lack of
.. real attentive will power to ava.il of
these opportunities.
While the subjects taught in a Catholic university do have individual ends
in themselves, they can finally be co.ordinated into ·a unitar:y iPOSse'SSion, a
knowledge of the Church in her dogma,
practices, philosophy, and above all, her
rich historical background. If some students fail to attain such a knowled.ge, the
only conclusion' to be made is that these
students failed to do their part, to imbibe lectures, read text-books, and devote time to collateral extra-class reading, assigned and unassigned. - The evidence presented in the classroom is clear
and unmistakable. The student, to be successful, must will to accept that evidence
and act accordingly.
There is a tTite but true statement that
seems to apply here as in many other
cases: You can leatl a horse to the water,
but you can't make him drink.

T

Social. Calendar- ·
HERE are advantages to a crowded
social calendar such as the one which
confronts the Xavier students. It was in
· a way fortunate that the Prom had to be
· postponed so that there are no less than
six major social eve~ts jammed into the
· final two .months of school.
It is trite and useless to urge the students to patronize these six dances. The
· money normally spent on entertainment
. and the high ty.pe of entertainmet of. ferred iby the Social Committee sqould
combine to make the most crowded period
· ori the social calendar the most successful.
New to the students is the military ball.
· Backed ·bY the efficient administration
that has characterized the military de. partment, Xavier looks forward to a
· pleasant occasion on April 2.
The one event that needs :backing most
· is the Junior Prom which is to be held
three weeks later. Each year the Prom
··committee provides a program that is
:billed as a test-case, to see whether or not
·· th~ Xavier students actually want a first'Promenade. nuring the past few
: .y<1ar~, the \Committee :'has managed to
meet the heavy expenses and m some

T

.class

-cases go slightly into the red. However;
it is not wise to work on such a slim
margin, and unless there is a sharp pickup in Prom attendance among the lower
classes it may be necessary to deflate the
Promenade. What the students want they
will get, says the Social Committee. The
type of orchestra to be brought to the
Prom depends upon the interest shown
in the Promenade during the next few
weeks.
Dances, like athletic events, have especial value ;because· they unite the student
body and provide a school-spirited form
of entertainment that can be appreciate.:!
on.Jy ·by those who attend. It is often
charged that Catholic schools asceticize
the students and afford no room for social activity. But the Catholic stand guarantee a well-balanced dance calendar tha
is always kept in good taste.

jvou SAID 1rJ
TWO representatives of the Dante Club,

1 Vincent E. Smith and Edward J.
Kennedy, Jr., both juniors in the liberal
arts college, accompanied by Fr. John V.
Usher, S. J~, journeyed to Nazareth, Kentucky last week end to present the illustrated lecture, "Shakespeare" at the
motherhouse of the Sisters of Charity,
which includes Nazareth Junior College_
and High School.
Since this trip annually marks the
southernmost point which the club visits,
the troupe anxiously looked forwal"d to
the "hospitality of the South." The South,
however, bitter cold with sleet and snow,
was not hospitable; there was found,
though, somethnig more kind, inspirationDo They Mix?al, and generous than their fondest dreams
THE student weekly at a Lutheran uni- had envisioned: the hospitality of the Sis1 versity in Indiana recently took a vig- ters of Charity.
orous editorial stand against the action
A brief diary of the sojourn will best
of the New York hierarchy in opposing depict the enjoyment whicb the trip ofthe Child Labor amendment and then con- fered and will show just why Dante Club
eluded with the assertion that "religion members each year vie with. envy among
and government don't mix." This infer- themselves to be chosen to make this trip.
ence was not remarkable because of its
Saturday--:-8:00 A. M.-<Board bus to
originality but rather as the expression Louisville via Madison, Ind.-Arri.ve Kenof a fallacy which has gained widespread tucky's largest city, 12:55 P. M. Central
support in modern times. The support is Standard Time . . . Wait over for three
the result of the philosophies which have and one-h~lf hours.-Fr. Usher spent this
made the purpose of terrestial life the layover in visiting relatives. Dinner and
exact •opposit of what it should 'be, a theatre for lecturers.-3:30 P. M. Off for
philosophy that has culminated in the Nazareth, forty miles distant. Mr. Smith
falsely labelled humanitarian efforts to sits and sleeps while his unfortunate commake a heaven out of earth.
pandon stands doubled up in agony in a
The fact of the matter is that the Church crowded bus;-then a seat after 15 miles.
and the State should go hand in hand in Who said bus seats aren't heavenly? 5:00
working for the same aim. Both were P. M.-Nazareth and all out. We are met
brought inbo existence to make it' easier at the station by a driving hailstorm.
for man to attain his end. Both derive Lodging in the rectory, ever so quaint,
their authority from the same source. ever so comfortable. Fr. Richard Davis,
There should be no conflict between them, 83 year old fiery chaplain at Nazareth, a
but whenever such occurs, the fault is to famous classical schplar, and his zealous
be placed not in the Church but rather and companionate assistant, Fr. John Mcin the men who hold power in the State. Gee, are our wonderful hosts. Two most
History attests to the general good that notable hosts in a beautiful fairyland.
resulted from the union of religion and Prepare immediately the paraphanelia for
government in tl!e past. The only solution evening lecture; dinner to ·begin at 6:00
to political problems in the present is to P. · M. Sister Philippa, in charge of the
revive that union.
rectory, furnishes a steaming meal with
In modern times, reforms have been no end of home~grown varieties. This
initiated by a false concept of the State little piggie went to market and what a
and no concept at all of the Church. ham he proved to be. Mr. Kennedy
Radicals and conservatives alike are moti- claimed to be too full to mo~e after such
vated by material ends in legislatures, a meal. Smith also felt fine.-7:30 P. M.
and in several cases the materialist phi- Lecture in Nazareth's huge auditorium.
losophy has taken complete control of -9:00 P. M. Lunch awhile, talk awhile,
government. On the assumption that there bed. Mr. Smith stands silent watch
is no God or immortality, under Calvin's throughout the night braving the cold to
doctrine of predestination or the privilege protect his companion. Several time'> in
to "sin and sin lustily" as granted by the course of the night he was heard deLuther bimself, socially-minded legisla- livering "Poetic Justice" to an opposing
tors are intent solely on ameliorating the screeching w.ind. Sunday: 5:30 A. M.
worldly life of man. They forget the su- Kennedy arises for si1;C o'clock Mass,
praworldly. In many cases, though their Smith sleeps on, and only snow on his
motives be incomplete, they do achieve neck at 5:55 arouses him. Intended to
desirable results.
serve Fr. Usher's Mass at six but a faithThe Church and the State dt> mix. The ful local boy had come in spite of the
only formula for restoring law, order, horrible weather for the privilege. He
and an abiding prosperity is to persuade won. The most inspiring sight of the
the State and the people within it to con- entire stay was to see some five hundred.
form bo the Church and thereby realize nuns, novices, and postulants receiving
their destination.
(Continued on Page 3)
-----------------__.:_-----------------

What Mr. Student Thinks
A Cross-Section of Opinion Heard Casually in the Corridors.
RIBANIZATION is greatly responsible
for social maladies, and the logical
action for the federal government seems
to be not to legislate too much in behalf
of industry, but to enact laws that will
make the small family farm attTactive.
It is only in: comparatively recent
times that the United States has become a strictly industrialized nation.
The Constitution and the ,federal
government had been formulated to
take_care ot the wants of an agrarian
country.
But the ever-growin.g spirit of greed
centralized civilization in the cities where
conditions of convenience, profit, ami artificial pleasure served as a magnet to
depopulate the small family :form. Thus,
the nature of the United States as
an agricultural State was completely
changed within a short time.

U

Henry Ford· and a group of others,
such as the Agrarians,. Distributists

STUDENTS
SHOULD APPROACH
RETREAT IN
RIGHT SPIRIT

and Co-operatives have launched a
movement in the past decade to restore rural life to its rightful place
in American civilization.

According to these men-and the
students seemed agreed with themthe panacea for social evils lies in a
well-developed farm life. It is on the ·
farm where men can throw off the
cloak of artificiality that has dehumanized life in the city. It is on: the
farm where life is lived in the bard
and yet infinitely more pleasureable
way.
The farm persuades the family to seek
its recreation as a body and in tl;le home.
It harnesses the spirit of the bourgeois
to some extent and affords far mare contentment to the members e>f a family.
. Today, farms for the most part
have been: syndicated and industrialized. The return and growth of the
family-Jann movement is an en'cour.,
aging indication to sociologists.

THE

annual retreat that is to begin
next week is the most important event
on the university's calendar because it
affords the students their greatest opportunity to attain the end for which they
enrolled at a Catholic university. It is
impressive that the students accept it as
such. The high-schoolish idea that it is
merely a pleasurable interruption of study
is voiced by only a few college students.
The effect that a retreat has on the student body has always been an indication
of its success.
This year: the retreat was postponed
from the inter..gemester period because of
fi~od conditions. Coming as it does next
week, it coincides with one of the two
great periods of. the year when the
thoughts of Catholics are turne.d more
than ever toward the religious and the
supernatural.
The retreat is what the students make
it. The i:etreat does not depend for its
success only on the conferences in the
chapel. Reflection and reading can add to
the success of a retreat, and in this case,
result in a fine spirit in which to celebrate
the Easter season.

1

~

-----------------.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
By Rev. Dennis F. Bums, S. l.
President, Xavier University
WHEN I say that, according to· Cardinal'Moran, he was born at Kilpart.rick and died at Downpatirick, you will
know immediately I am speaking of St.
Paitrick. Some few of those who the mid:.
dle of .this week were tearing their red
flannels are blissfu1ly ignorant of the f~ct
tha•t that Kilpatrick happened to be situated in Scotland. Why any Gael should
feel the least humiliation over having to
admit that the Apostle of Ireland was
not an Irishman I could never fathom.
Foc apart from the initia~ preaching and
teaching of "The Twelve" THE Apostle
of Christianity in every land was a
foreigner. I·t could hardly be otherwise:
n·or was it in the field assigned by God
in His providence to the son of Oalphurnius and Conchessa; for if any race were
thoroughly steeped in paganism and held
in the bonds of· superstition, it was the
Celtic race at the turn into the fifth century.
It seems to me that many, not only of
the Irish and of the descendants of th.e
Irish but of every na.tion on earth, lose
their sense of values. Whether in editorials or oratorical outbursts .or through
some other vent by burning up a great
dea\l of energy on a triviality they. miss
what is really significant. The place of a
man's birth is not tremendously im:portant: no:r in itself is the land of one's
allegiance. To insist that either is would
be to ape Hitler and' tlie likes .of Hi.Uer
who badly confuse nationalism wlth patriotism · and have no appreciaition -:)f
catholicity.
ln the case of Erin it is significant that
until the year 433 that rai:e was immersed
in the false culits of druidism and as long
as they were they did nothing either for
themselves or for the rest of humanity.,
while on the advent of St. Patrick they
embraced Christianity and within a short
time became the envy of the worl_d for
their accompliShments. In fact, they alone
could give the lie to that horrible misnom.er, "the da1·k ages." Even in our own day
their diaspOl'a is as world-circling as that
of the descendants of the chosen pe'ople
of antiquity. If. any "miles" feels th~
urge to wax "gloriosus," let him dev~lop
that point and harp on what they have
acc9mplished throughout the world.
Similarly, in the case of St. Patrick
himself it is not impovtant, if he dici it at
all, that he drove the snakes out of Ireland. But it is significarit that he drove
something into all of the Irdsh of .that
time which for a millennium was never
driven out of any of their posterity and
even after a thousand years was: lost by
comparatively few. Significant, too, were
the means he used,-mildness, prayer,
penance.
,
I wonder if our failure to. use the same
Continued on Page 3)
· · ·.
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Oh Say
Can You See???
liAiIGJSPEARE in the Movies
has become a universal theme
for commentators. Only the more
winner of three out of five games,
all's rig.ht in this new world.
Things are ce11:ainly improving,
as a comparison of A Midsummer
Night's Dream with -Romeo and
Juliet most certainly shows. But
any laurels that come to Hollywood for Romeo and Juliet may
stiH !be a little brown and withered.
We pitch some laurels. Doubtless the movie production brings
to Romeo and Juliet a world of
ibackg.round and a freedom of action that are the great promises
far Shakespeare under .the camera. Who with a Shakespeare
conscience could carp ·at fair Verona's scene? '!'here is no denying the background, the atmosphere, the local color, etc. Who
-could help relishing Romeo's garden speeches as he skipped from
tree to tree? (or maybe, the skipping from tree to tree during the
speeches?) and the go-and-get
him of the dueling scene? and
the verisimilitude of the plague
imprisonment, which saves 'that
bungling Friar.' (cf. Cin'.ti T-Star
on Kitty Cornell's R & J). from
•being just ·that? and the nice
apothecary shop scene? Well,
we don't mean to damn with
faint praise. There is no denying
that we have something quite
dazzling, something new and rich
in .Shakespeare. But what we understand by Shakespeare is certainly something else; it is dramatic· action ·and sequence, vehicles of ibetter and higher theatre and entertainment than scenery. Hollj"Wood has still to catch
the speed of Shakespeare, the
rush of dramatic doings, the inevitable whirl of action to action, and U> character, too; and in
interpretation of character there
seems a little too much of amateuf restraint and caution, the
principals e.spedally of this play
.staging a sort of Nordic triumph
with a Lohengrin tempo.
We must not let ourselves be
deceived over this very early play
<lf the young Shakespeare, this
play on ihe very common theme
of Jove. (Romeo and Juliet, tho
not of the deepest, is one of the
swiftest-moving and closest-actioned of plays. There are drag
sp0ts (we ,wonder were they in
the Rose's and Globe's acting
version), but here if ever are the
rush of young love ·and the spitspat of long hate, all accelerated
by. Southern passion. Concentrated by a sensitive dramatist,
these are something for a producer to lay hold of. And that's
one of the whys of Hollywood's
failure yet to grasp the hand of
Shakespeare. May I instance the
introdu<::tion. The movie makes it
a glorious ·bit in itself as ·movie,
but ihow too, too long in getting
down to action that Shakespeare
h~ in ten speeches. The meetin.g
.of the lovers was a tedious bit,
mayibe in its spectacular self historical. I'm not sure that I. didn't
yawn dur~ng the dance. Romeo
in Capulet's garden was splendid
W'hen he had .some Shakespeare
for support; but ·merely showing
off the georgeous lily-pond, he
was Just another Prince Charming in Fairyland. I didn't care for
the sleeping, snorting nurse. Why
not go on with the play, unless
.to split the ears of the groundllngs? .t\nd so on-too many unnecessary Hollywood gaps.
· .Maybe .some time spent in pus~
eying up to the dramatic force
·of a play might pay; may;be the
·study of 2,000 lines might profit
·more than Europi~an -travels to
gather seenery; maybe it takes
mor~ than time
catch the dramatic rush of Shakespeare. SometiJnes when we gltjn.pse the ga-ga
gal poi11ters· and newspaper ads
.a£ a certain Cincj theatre (not
.on Vjne, Street) and think what

S

wood's mishandling of Shakespeare.
Our suspicion strengthens when
we hear certain critics, most loudmouthed in condemning the Legion, gurgle like babes at mil:lj.:
over the movies of Midsummer
Night's Drearri and Romeo and
Juliet.
Over against Minsky the theatre has always had its Shakespeares. And there are preferences and tastes.
Notice. Not an adv. Lessons in
Movie Production of Shakespeare. Lesson 1: Elizabeth Bergner in As You Like It.

You Said It
(Continued From Page 2)
Holy Communion amid an ai~ of
Solemn sweetness.-7: 00 A. M.Breakf8;5t, agai~ we at.e too much
and enJoyed it. Ep~cur~ans?7:45 A. M.-That Smith is back
in bed again while the ibetter
half surveyed the campus. 8: 15
A. M.-Hurried ,back to another
Mass but we just missed Fr. D~vis' sermon, the weekly treat in
chapel. 9: 00 A .. M.-'Twas our
good fortune to be permitted to
see for a half-hour a postulant
whom .W.e Imo"".'. ~er !happiness
and. spir 1t, her hv~~ness, all were
typical of the solidity of the religious life. Thirty minutes conversation .with her ibuoyed us up
for. the remainder of the day.
9: 30 A. M.-;--Two of the college
students kindly consented to
show us around the campus. In
the gym, Mr. Smith successfully
flipped one (1) ·basket: "Yes,
girlS ,I'm on the v-arsity team."Most of this half-hour was spent
in the school museum, as complete as is found in mosi large
cities. Rare paintings and ancient re~cs werE; . outst~nding
among this surprismg display.
10: oo A. M.-Here's the bus, we
tried hard to miss it, but we
couldn't quite make the grade.
We leave Nazareth, the warmest
rhapsody in icicles one could fi~d
anywhere. 11:40 A. iM.--;Louiscville and dinner. More snow here.
1: 30 P. M.-Begin the last leg of
the trip !home. Rest at Carrolton, Kentucky, a wt"eCk of the
recent flood. 5: 30 P. M.~ome,
and none .too happy about it.
Summary: Messrs. Smith and
Kennedy have voted their choice
for the two lecturers for next
year· if the Dante Club is again
favored with the Nazareth trip.
Two most popular winter sports
on the frozen campus: (1) Sleeping, (2) Eating. Most popular
man on the campus over the
week-end: Fr. J<lhn V. Usher,
s. J.

President s Message
To Student Body

(Continued From Page 2)
e~planation of' our ineffectiveness. In ::my: event, if ever
we feel like using the iron heel,
it might benefit us to call: up .that
picture of Easter Sunday, 433,
when ithe Irish chief and the
druids mustered' their full
strength and assembled at Tara
to defy Patrick but were completely vanquished by his fearless gentleness. If ever we catch
the contagion of a misguided
craving to go out and ibe men of
action, it might profit us to call
up another picture,-this son of
a noble Roman kidnapped at si;x:teen and sold ·as a slave. To
quote himself, "While I tended
Milchu's flocks in the valey of
the Braid and on the slopes of
Slemish, the love - of God and
reverence for Him. increased in
me more and more, and the faith
grew in me, and the spirit was
roused, so that, in a single day,
I prayed as many aa a hundred
times, and in the night nearly
the same; and I felt no hurt from
it, whether. there was snow or
ice or rain." If ever we feel ·indined· to indulge these bodies of
ours immoderately in any way,
it might make new men of us to
visualize St. Patrick on the .iS1and
of Lough Dergh or. in any .Of his
ch9Sen ~laces of solitude and reHollyWood rwu befare the Le- treat and learn the. sour~ and
gion of .Decency; we get a 11USPi- pena~. Without.these we shall
..
cion tbltt here ia a clue -to Holly- be mere trifters.

to

is the

Present Strike System Not
Solution To Labor Problems
most clearly:
Using the most obvious example, the recent automobile strike,
draw the analogy 'down the line
to ascertain just who has suffered and who will suffer from
that strike. It will clearly be
seen that not only the stockEDWARD J KENNEDY JR . brokers and car owners. will ibe
·
·
'
·
affected, but persons in many
During the past year hardly a lines of industry.
month has gone .by without some
Increase in Prices
new Ulj>heaval or threatened
Doubtlessly the price of please·ruption in the industrial world. ure cars and .trucks will go up
Strikes, strikes in every indus- in .the fall of 1937 when new
try, in every locality, strikes ap- models are marketed. The ever
parently not only made to order increasing number of ·tl1Uckb t taken right out of stock. drawn commodities will surge in
price. Who 'Pays for the greater
u.
.
Strikes for this reason, and for portion of these commodities?
that reason. Strikes, alleged iby The la.borer, · of course! The
some of those affected, to lbe self-same la1borer who lost from
without any reason. Strikes for four to six weeks of wages while
striking. And for. what did he
.
increased wages, for few:r hours strike, unwittingly?
Increased
and shorter. weeks. Strikes ofor. market value! But, we hear, the
Strikes for the right to bargain strike has 1brought about an apStrike .for :the right to !bargain preciable increase in wages, avllectively and for the sole right eraging almost five cents per
hour. Granted! But with the
co
.
.
.
to bargain. Strikes for semor- increased prices thus caused, deity rights and for i:reinstatement mand decreases proportionately;
of employees discharged for un- -no demand, no ·need for' labor.
ion activities. Strikes for a hun- Thus the average factory worker who had worked for forty
dred reasons.
nours at $.75 per hour, finds himself working, perhaps 25 hours
Lack of OrganizaUon
Yes the strike -is indeed with at $.80 per. hour.
'd I
No Benefit To Worker
us today, more so, evi ent y,
Again quoting Mencken: "Lathan at any time within the last
bor wars seldom benefit the contwo decades.
Wol'kers themselves rarely crete W<lrking man. His wages
are much more apt •to go up in
have the capacity or organizing times of peace in industry, when
..
ability necessary to ~onduct a there is competition for his serstrike which in the end will ob- vices and employers are flush.
tain a yielding :to their demands. There is a fixed · limit :to the
The qualities necessary to in- money that any industry can pay
to labor, and that limit is lower.
T t - nd carr on to a success- by long and costly strikes just
i ia e a . .· Y
. .
ful termmatlon of a strike are as surely as by declining sales.
The amount ·to ibe divided is simnot too prevalent.
It requires men of various tal- ply the amount in the pot, and
ent.s, labor generals must needs when the pot leaks there is less
fc; all hands, workers and stockbe no less astute that the heads holders alike. The stockholders,
thought they can'.t get out of the
of armies.
The plan of battle, the mar- mess, are at least able to avoid
shaling of forces, the strategic going into it deeper, ·but the
worker is stuck for keeps!".
movement.s, the enemy's vulnerability, final preparation,, the
.The Auto ~dustry
major attack armistice peace · Prev.ious ~o strikes ~ch as
'
'
those seen m the glass mdustry
treaty and :terms of settlement, and in the steel trade which
all these elemen~ of war are :to slowed up the auto Industry, and
ibe .found in :the battles of indus- then the wolf-within-its...doors
try, called strikes.
which halted industry, that ibusiness had grown out of the :throes
Labor Leaders in the Field
of the depression into one of the
Under the leadership of a fastest flowing !businesses dn
Green or under that of the more America. Perhaps it would be
persistent, tenacious and inde- going too far to say that it has
already ibecome stagnant, but it
pendent John L. Lewis, the men- can be said, and I believe safetal and physical .bulldog, who is ly so, that automobiles will be a
attempting to drag labor from drug on the 1938 market
the quagmire of confusion onto
One 1blessing in disguise may
the "higher" plane of politics be attdbuted to the strike, however; it may -take .used cars out
and its field of mud-slinging, la- of the same category as old rabor grows more insistent.
zOT .blades.
There are two important quesStrikes, ithen, are never won.
tions which have grown out of There is no real good which
the present run of strikes and grows out of them.
Nor does labor need a dicta.tor,
increased organization of labor: who ibeing successful, will be1. What is the goal of the Hon. come a tyrant by the very naJohn L. Lewis?
ture of his position, or who after
~. What, if any, will be the a .short reign, falls from his
ultimate .benefit ito laobor?
throne and leaves the burden of
what he has left 1behind upon the
Lewis Eying Presidency
wor~ing-men.
To answer the first question, l
quote :from H. L. Mencken, ·BalCapital and Labor Enemies
timore Sun, February 1, 1937:
To say that strikes must cease
"Lewis, egged on iby the pinks is to repeat W'hat better judgwho so ·vastly admire him, has ment everyWhere di~ates.
got his basiliskian eyes on nothTo say that unreru;onable
ing less than ithe Throne it.self. strikes can be stopped in the
They figure for him, and he future, is, of course, wishful
:;eems to be falling. f<lr . it, that ·thln:klng.
However, common
the Repu'blican party is now sense itells us that labor and ca.pdead past hope of resurrection, ital need not and must not conthat the Democratic party will tlnue ta look upon one another
probably split anon into two im- as enemies. Their work is interplacably .inimical · halves, and dependent, they must lbe mutualthat ithe way will be:open :for. a ly amic&ble, for a house divided
Laibor party."
·
against itself cannot stand. ·
To answer ithe second queetlan Conditions as they exist today
requires more space, more o:f any <?an not lbe remedied by warfare
eye to realities than to possibil- not by a Labor Administration
iti~ and probabilities; an exam- that eyes the sJ.tuaUon as a foapie wW bear.. out· the sltuatlon tering-mother.

Stockholders and Work·
men Bear Alike The
Evils W hi Ch Strikes
Are Creating.

Rev. Bernard Hubbard
Jesuit Explorer Is
Modern Columbus
Convinced that there is still a
"piece of .undiscovered land on
the globe,'' the Rev. Bernard R.
Hubbard, S. J., renowned glacial
priest and professor of geology at
Santa Clara University, plans a
modern voyage of discovery as
soon as he can finance it. He believes that the terra incognita lies
in the Artie circle. Father Hubbard divides his time ·between
exploring the frigid artic and
teaching in the sunny climes of
California.
--------------
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A CAREER
••• In Search of Men
Dentistry oiler• an opportunity In
the field or healtli aervic:e for men

of ability. Qovenimeat 1tatiatics
ahow that In recent yeara, for each
dental echool 11raduate, there have
been two physicians and four
lawye;n.
Since ratbl& of dei>tal llChool• was
started twenty year• 11110, Mar·
quette Ualveraity Dental School
annually haa been stiven the hlii:heat
rati11&-A- by the Deut11l EducatloDlll Council of America. The
diploma la recocnized In all ·~tea.

o(

The clOM! rclatlonohip
the Dental and Medkal Sc:hools at Marquette Unlvenlty la an advantqe

to atudentl •
En~ancc requlrementl: Two year•
fa a l'CCOllUised Collece or Liberal
Arta with aadllfac:tory credlta In
blolOKY, chemlatry, and phyalce,

For compl~e Information concer11lna oPPOrtunitlH la dentistry, write
to the Sccrctary, Marquette Unlveralty Dental School, Milwaukee,
WllCOGllD.
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One Year Ago· This Week:
Coach Clem Crowe's Musketeers
continued to go .through their
spring practices on the MuskeRoy Neary
teer practice field.
was shifted from quarterback to
halfback where he showed up
well in the scrimmage practice

,
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Three Years Ago This .. Week:
Coach Clem Crowe's "iron line"
showed some indications of its
developing ·brilliance in an intra~squad game played before a .
large crowd on the practice field.
Captain-elect Tom Schmidt led
the regulars to a decisive victory.

l
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Frosh Gridders Stand Out In Scrimmage
"Pass-Bl~cking"

Stressed During Workouts

Squad Members Must Clioose
Between Desserts And Footballs

Spring Game For
Frosh And Varsity

AVIBR grid fans will be
treated to a preview glimpse
•of tlhe 1938 Muskie tallent this
BY JACK MACKEY
spri0g when a Frosh team meets
Cafeteria, Concerning
Even though the heavy snowthe 1937 Varsity in a feature
fall of last week forced Xavier's
Value Of Keeping Fit,
spring classic.
spring practice indoors, Coach
•·
The actual date of the game
Clem Crowe lost very little time,
Physically.
has not been fixed as yet, but
due to the temporary letup, in
it will probably be on a Saturday
· ib
d f or th e
afternoon in the stadium, and ad·
getting his
1 oys prepare
BY
BOB
CUMMINS
.
mission will be charged.
hard w.ork that 15 yet to come.
Perhaps one -0f the· most polenThe game is an innovation in
'Working his charges along
lightly this week, Clem expects ic subjects among Dorm football
the spring practice program, but
men is that ancient and tim.e
should it prove successful it will
to get the real contact work next honored custom of mankindbe continued in the future.
Monday, following throughout eating, its phases and the results
From present indications the
the next few days with two or of its abn<lrm:al indulgence.
contest will be a bitterly waged
three scrimmages which ought to
go a long way in showing the
The menus presented •by the
Middle Men
battle as there is a heated rivalry
mentor how his new men act un- deluxe campus chophouse are ;to
This controversy between the among the newcomers an'd vetder fire.
·
say the least palatable. The ar- flabby Pharisee and the scurri- erans.
The- Chief, who is working a gumentative discussions arise not lous Scdbe .is a daily affair and
squad that is five and six deep at from the entree, the consomme, is usually enjoyed immensely by
. .
.
t'
t the filet mignon or any of the the happy medium-or middle
every position, is coun mg on a first -courses-the ·hors de ouvers, men-those who eat w:ith discreleast seven or eight of the · rookie
or t1on
·
tl ."''
.,.1·e a· la Petti'gr"""-Mft~oney
... "
what they l ike when they
t fi
t d
con
·
· They neither overindulge
· then fiersht of gure lpronunen
'f Y the .cake a l·a Donlin·. These l·at- like
it.
m
e g · or, regu ~tr posMI ions ·ter courses are particularly ap- or deny themselves, but eat wiseon next seasons, vars1 y.
ore- ·pealing~"""'cially to those who l
d
ll B
over, the entire freshman squad
d -,,,-.
h
Y an we · · ut most .importdisplay:S a . keen fighting spirit are e~ eavormg, as t ey say, to ant they say nothing-neither
keep m shape.
countenancing nor denouncing
which is sill'Ving to make the old However, it ii.s evident that either of the radical causes. They Ex-Musketeer Leads In
·competitive spirit the high spot cake, pie and ice cream are con- are the true eaters, the masters
Scoring As Team Cops
of the workouts.
ducive to rotundity, to plump- .of the ar.t, and .the reason they
Largest In History
ness a_nd to abnormal girth, as say nohll:ing is that they are poHonors in Seattle.
With such a large squad-the you might say. They put -carbon lite gentlemen. It is a "faux pas"
largest in the history of the in the transmission and are apt to talk when the mouth is full.
school-Coach Crowe has no conKennet!h P. Jordan '34, who won
cern over the necessity of renational acclaim while starring
placements. Instead, from the
with Musketeer .football and basresults thus far attained in the
ketball teams during his collegfew workouts, his chief source of
ia:te career, -became an intersecworry will be pass-blocking, at
tional hero .again this week.
which, Xavier fans will remei:nFlashing the same form that
her, the 1936 team was quiet inrfaised hhim ht~ hXavi~r's hJalld of
ept, and which was one of the .
"'
ame, t e
ig -scoring
or an
1
main causes for a non-too sueei
climaxed a brilliant basketball
- - - - - - - - - - - - - season by leading the Alpine
las t year.
f l
cess
. S
•
• and ·w1'll last for some t1'me, ac- Dairy
· team to t h e amat eur chamThu season,
t
·all
Als
T
k
A
M
e ve erans, especi y, were
O
o pea
t Iallll cording to Father Stechschulte. pionship
of Seattle, Washington.
sluggish
in
this
department
andf
W d d
C II
Father Stechschulte expressed
d ays later .Jo.rdan again
·
t'
·
·
th
h
A
few.
th e1r immg'd m to er P· tases oh
e nes ay ,·
o eges surprise at the number .nf
an- played sensational 1ball as his
v
t h e game d1 no warran muc
Throughout West Seek swers sent in by indiv~duals. in team took third place in the
enthusiasm.
However,
Coach
_
response to the questionnarre.s Northwest A. A. U. Tournament
Crowe expects this staleness to
"Quake" Data.
pu·blished in newspapers through- held in the same city.
wear off by next w~k when the
out the surrounding states. The
Jordan, who accepted a posisquad knuckles down to the real ·
number of rreplies has not been tion last summer with a Seattle
grind.
BY RAYMOND J. KEMBLE. JR. estimated as yet due to the fact coffee firm, took up basketball
In the meantime, most of the
that they are still pouring in,' he again as a hobby, and immedifreshman squad are living up to
Information,
far insa1'd.
.
e requests.
ds eq ests
f
ately won fame as one of the
t
f
advance expectations and are orma ion, r cor , r u
or
conceded a real chance to make records, Tequests for lectures, all
Valuable Information
city's outstanding court stars.
·
· t th
While at Xavier, Kenny estabth ese h ave b een· pour.mg
m o e
Much valuable information has
the Varsl'ty.
·
1 · al d
tm
t t X
lished himself as a leader in
S
In the line, two frosh stars- elSlllo
· th ogic
ast epar
k Then R a Da- been -obtained in response to the campus activities. He rose to
Paul Sheetz and Joe Sweeney- vier · e P
wee ·
e ev. r. questions, he said, and much has
"makm'g things hot" for ..,..e Victor C. Stechschulte, director been learned aibout the foree and gridiron heights against such
Were
.,.. 0 f th
·
I ...; al ......
t
teams as Indiana, Carnegie Tech,
· e seISmo o..,.c
veterans during the last week.
o.,.,erva ory effects of the shock in various
.
d
t
d at Xavier has been flooded with cities throu..,"out the middlewest. and Washington and Jefferson,
Sh eet z, s tat 10ne
a a guar , data and Tequests for data from
o..
capta1'ned a state-championship
looked V ery good On the defense • other institutions as a serious The apparent direction of the .basketball team, and served as
stopping everything that came stud. Y of the two recent temblors source of the tremor, the dura- President. of the Stuc!ent Council.
his way, while Sweeney, who •
tion, the intensity and the local
hails from Chicago, showed up 18 begun.
results in different communities - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ,
very pleasingly at tackle.
Father !Stechschulte is 15ched- have ;been learned through the
uled to deliver a public lecture answers.
,
Yearling Squad
tonight in the Auditorium .of the
According to the letters a large
Frosh A.wait Debates
In the backfield, Russ ·Nicoll, a University of Cincinnati College number of people were nauseathalf back and Bob Farley a pro- of ·Medicine under the auspices ~ and made temporaTily ill by ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
mising quarter.back continued of the Sigma Xi fraternity. the tremor. Many did not unEfforts to schedule intercolleggiving the lettermen a good fight Earthquakes in general and seis- derstand the cause and nature of iate freshmen debates are now
for positions, with Meyer, anoth- mographs, the same subject on the shock they received until being made by the Xavier Deer quarterback and Condo, a full~ which he spoke before the stu-. they learned of the quake later. bate Team, it was revealed this
back, also shaping up well.
dent body at Xavier· last Tues- .Moot of the letters indicated that week.
Crowe continued to switch his day will be his topic. On Wed- the writers were fri8jhtened at
The freshman squad composed
· squad around, this week. In the nesday, March 22, he ·Will speak least momentarily by the tremor, of Melvin Tepe, Raymond Willine he changed Jim Rees from a on the same subject at Miami but some wrote that they were scm, and Robert Inkrot are ready
tackle ·position to . a guard, and University, Oxford, Ohio.
not only frightened but :were for debates on the question, "Re.John Sweeney from center. over .
Requests For Records
thrilled ~Y :t~e· experience.
solved, ;that Congress 1be empowto a guard, while in the backfield,
.
The direction of .the tremor ered to fix minimum wages and
Joe Glandorf was switched from c Requests for copies of the re- was said to be "ail directions" ·by maximum hour laws."
.
Bob ords of the shock as ~orded at many of :the writers, who said
A frosh team was formed at
fullback .to quarter, and
Xaver .have ibeen received lfrom they were not able to decide any Xavier after a lapse CYf one year.
Godfrey. from full to right half- Geological d~partments ;throuipi- definite diTection from which the Two years ago, the freshman
back.
out the. Middlewest, mcludmg shock ·api>eared to come.
team debated the frosh at sevthe Department of Geology at
eral midwest' universities.
Ohio State.
Scientific Data
EN,TERPRISING GROUP
Records of the tremor as re.Information obtained :through -of the quake, its duration and inCapital.iZing on . the fame of corded in the various seismolog- the letters has been of great as- tensity in various sections, the
Maurice .Evans' revival of .Rich- ical observatories throughout the sistance, F at her · Stechschulte apparent direction of the shock
. ard II, the <h:amatic club of Loy- .cou!'ltry ·have been forwarded to .said, .and coupled with the scien- and other. .important features.
ola University, Chicago, will pro- Xavier to aid in the study and tilfic data obtained from the seisAccording to the replies re!iuce the play immediately after inv~tigation of the quake. Work mological ·records will make.pas- ceived, the shock did very ·little
. ··
· · ··
' ,ea~er~
upon these has .already :begun :.sibl~ .an if\tensive accurate study damage.

D eb ate R ages Da1·1Y · I n

to cut down on mileage. There
is the fly in the ointment-<>r. is
it soup.
Back and forth across the glittering smooth tops of' the tables
row on row in 'Elet Cafeteria
pass jibes, quips, a few, shall we
say, barbarisms, and salt and
pepper. Members of the team
who value personal indulgence
more than physical fitness-the
,
pastry pusses so to speak are
subjected to a merciless ;barrage
of ridicule laid down by the extrentlsts - the vehement vegetarians.

=

Re.V. Stechschulte

To Lecture At U. C.
On 'Qual:res' Toni·""'ht

X

Jordan · Stars
In Far Western
Hardwood Play

Battery 'C' On
Top In InterBattery Contest
Headquarters Battery
Second; Two Weeks
Of R. 0. T. C. Competition Remain.
In the second round of the inter-Battery competition of the
R. 0. T. C. held at the field house
last Tuesday, Battery "C" chalked up a lead that seems to show
the triumph of mind over mere
matter. When the :re5ults were
tabulated, the gun squads of "C"
had won 151 points. This seems
to put the other cadets back in
the dust, at le~t temporarily.
But time will tell for the contest
has still two weeks to go. Cadet
Edward C. Benson is !Battery
Commander of Battery "C."
Headquarters Battery was the
runner-up in this week's contest
with 61 points. Batteries "B"
and "A" must have shifted in
reverse .for they were each
thrown for a loss. "B" received
-5 and "A" went into the hole
-20.
The total points for· the competition thus far are:
Battery "C" 249 ·points; Headquarters Battery 115 points; Battery "B" 80 points; ·Battery "A"
17 points.

Military Ball
.Arrangements
Near Completion
"The problem of transportation for Kentucky Cadets to the
Military Ball is solved," declared
Capt. George E. Wrockloff, upon
appointing second lieutenant Edward J. Kennedy, Jr., as chairman of the transportation committee. Under the plan outlined,
all Kentuckians, who cannot obtain transportation may arrange
with Kennedy for facilities. Maj.
Harper has authorfaed two recoriaissance cars to call for the
cadets and their partners at t!he
Knights of Columbus Hall at 11th
and Madison Avenue at a convenient hour. Kennedy advised
anyone desiring transportation to
contact him sometime before
Easter. Elet Hall residents may
obtain transportation by consulting Robert Farley, freshman.
Negotiations are nearing completion by batallion commander
Robert F. Meyer, arranging for a
broadcast of the proceedings of
the ball by a local station •
Jack Spratt recently of Rochester, N. Y., has arranged a sp~ial
version of the Caisson Song, Xa·
vier Chimes,', and the Alma Mater. The deVqre sisters, the added feminine a~traction will sing a
group of the qlder faivorites.
Both the or¢hestra and the two
are well.kno~n in the city; Spratt
has played several engagements
at, Castle Farin and e.t the Gibson
Rathskeller; ·the deVore sisters
are currently . heard on several
programs over., WLW ·and WSAJ.
among them "~oon River.'~ ·

I\_
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Upsets Mark Late Rounds Of lntramurals
Xavier Mermen To En· UPSETS STAND
Boxing Ring Under
FINAL ROUND IN
inh:e:P~:e~r~c~~; r:~l~ghtiy
0
UT
IN
TABLE
Construction
For
.
HANDBALL
CON.
behind
schedule, because of ingage In Intramural
juries and sickneses among the
TENNIS TOURNEY
Sp1·ing Matches
TEST NEXT WEEK players. The more in.teresting
Competition At Fen·
matches to be played this week
After more than two weeks of
wick Pool.
The James J. Fey trophy, em- are Sills vs. Muehlenkamp and

~·

}

,..

daily playing in the Union House
Fighters and spectators alike,
"nine-ball studio,'' exactly fifty- watched with interest this week
'S
u t"
a ·
t five paddle wavers are anxious- as trucks hauled the lumber for
XAVIER
·
aq a ic
spiran s
a boxing ring into the fieldwill get their first taste of ly awaiting the post call for the house in preparation for the
competition this Friday afternoon, second round in the intramural Spring boxing show.
in the preliminary meet schedThe ring will ·be erected today
uled fur 4:00 P. M. in the FenTHURSDAY
or tomorrow, if the weather perwick Clulb pool.
3:30-Jack Mackey vs. R. Tuke. mits the football players to abanDirector McGee has arranged a 3:45-Vince Linz vs. Walt Hur- don the big, clay ·floor inside, in
series of short events and a class
favor of the lower practice field.
relay; and the sizeable entry list 4-:0~~ Housman vs. P.
Coach Joe FiHipone has set no
indicates that the competition
.
Beckman.
definite date for the intramural
will be keen.
Among the more dangerous
4:15-Lee Meyers vs. Wm. slugfest as yet, but the :ring will
Reilly.
be built in order to get the boys
competitors are Blum, Stanger,
off the mats in the training room,
Strohafer, Lagaly, and others who
FRIDAY
and accnstomed to the feel CYf
have been gettin·g in trim whenSchedule cancelled. Intra- the rezined square.
ever opportunity allowed them a mural. swimming meet at the
practice session.
Fenwick Pool.
In an interview with a News
reporter yesterday, Fi 11 i .p ·one
However, all are eligible, and
all are welcome. The events are ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - · stated his desire to see more
of .short distances, namely, a for- Tennis tournament, scheduled to men report · for daily workouts
ty yard freestyle, forty breast, get under way at three-thirty with the boxing team.. · ·
forty back, and one hundred yard today.
Full Evenin'g
· d'iv1"d ua1 The final matches in the first
f reesty1e, as we11 as an m
In order to stage a full everound were played yesterday,
60 yard med ey and th
· e f our
man and climaxed a week of hectic ning of entertaining ibouts some.
h
h
relay event (in w ich eac man
time in April," he said, "it is im. ~\ f t
d ) A
t
competition which saw more
swims or y yar s .
n en ry than one favorite succumb. to perative that our squad be doumay swim in as many events as hard-stroking dark horses.
bled in size. It is alsa of the uthe wishes, in fact, he must neeTwo choices, Jim Flick and AI most importance that the fighters train regularly in order to atessarily swim in more than one
event if he intends to be high- Stephan, supplied the surprise tain the best of condition by that
of the week, and took the full
point scorer of the.meet. It is on cO'Unt as upset victims against F. tlme."
this basis that prizes will be X. Schwegmann, and Vince Linz
The likeable little southerner
awarded in the final meet. The respectively. Both the victors said he will be on hand every
scoring system is as follows: Five flashed steady back-court games day but Thursday, at the 2: 30
points for first place, three points in subduing their hard-driving and the 4: 30 training periods, to
for second, two for third, and one opponents.
instruct anyone -interested in enpoint for fourth place fo individtering his classes. He repeated
ual events. Whether or not points
Yates Downs Smith
that neither. weight nor exper:will be given ,for relay participaIn another interesting match, ience is necessary to take ,part
ti<m is not as yet decided.
Jim Yates, Glee Club color- in the workouts.
bearer, put the skids under Bob
The training sessions will be
Smith, when the Price Hill flash held as ·usual · during Retreat
failed to keep his placement week.
shots behaving.
-------------Two news hawks, Vince Smith naticism, ·the vagueness CYf this
.and Alex Heck, dropped decis.
· i' ~. .
. .
. -·.
. ~ ions to
Bud Shepley and 0. plan is its outstanding feature.
In f'P.neral, Technocrats planClements,
thereby dimming the
Although Kate Smith's New
ned
mass production to the . exYork Celtics came over the hopes of ·the copy callectors for tend of about one thousand times
producing
a
champion
from
the
mountain on top again at the e::i:the quantity realized at ithat
pense of the Blade Redlegs 44-39 News Sanctum. The 1boys from time. They asserted that a systhe
smoke-filled
confines
of
the
at the Friars Club this week, Joe
tem of produd~on composed en:.
"Steady Eddie" Kruse cont,inued editorial offices still emerge oc- tirely of electricity woold accasionally,
however,
to
offer
two
his outstanding work for the losto one that the future champion complish this goal. The amount
ers.
of nian-power, which would 1be
Kruse featured in the play of will be one of their ink-slinging required for this increased procomrades.
the Redlegs dropping in four
In other matches, Tom Hogan duction, however, would be no
baskets and a free throw for nine
defeated
Ed Ryan in close games, greater than that already engaged
points. He also held McDermott, pushing their
match in the smaller production. This
Celtic high scoring guard, to six to the limit. three-game
Lee Meyers oust- mass production would eventualpoints.
ed Jim Mains from competition ly bring 1back prosperity. They
The victory over the Redlegs and Giles Decourcy took :Sob were content with shartening the
was the hundredth for the Celts Meister over the net in straight working-day as an immediate
as against three defeats.
means of exterminating unemsets.
The New Yorkers, hailed as
Taking time off from his man- ployment. ~veryone, according
the world's champion profession- agerial duties at the Spring foot- to their scheme, woul'd toil a!bout
al basketball club, also establish- ball drills, little J. Cregan found twenty-five hours ·a week.
ed themselves in the minds of the the stroking a bit difficult, and
For this abbreviated working.
Cincinnati fans as the most col- returned to the Fieldhouse lt>ck- week, the employee would reol'lful. Davey Banks, diminutive er room after losing in his first ceive "watts" or on other days
guard, who scored· thirteen points, tournament appearance against "kilowatts" equal ,to about three
al5a found time to· amuse the B. Baumann.
times the average salary rthen
cro\\id · with his clowning.
The
Jim Farley bowed out to R. paid in dollars. These "watts"other Irishmen . participated in Schumacher, and Fred Koners- or "kilowatts" as the conservathe festivities by · making fre- man was eliminated by Lee Pie- tive faction insisted-would -be
quent trips into the stands to per in the other: first- round iregistered in a rgrea~ electrical
res(.
device;
and an individual's
matches.
wealth would be graded .in accordance the .total . number of
"watts" recorded under his name.
The most general , arguments
advanced by the advocates of
Technocracy we're:
(1) That
throU'gh greater production unemployment would cease; (2)
BY JACK A. JONES
·from :their shocking stand of That through the elimination of
What has happened to Tech- making ·the uninnocuous "Kilo- the medium of money future denocracy? Has that vulture which watt" the unit of exchange. If pressions could be prev,mted;
flew over :the weary head of :the their request was -refused, they (3) '!'hat through increased elecnation during those dark depres- went sa far as to ,threaten to dis- trical power, working hours
sion days-when the fate of our charge the whole proposal. Much could be shortened.; and (4) That
country was very uncertain-ft- to ,the satisfaction of both spark- through electrical evaluation CYf
nally flown away?
ling factions, a compromise was wealth, men would :receive that
From the information which finally effected. The nevi agree- amount which .they really earncan be obtained concerning this ment fixed the "kilowatt" as the ed; excessive salaries to executopic it seems as though the plan unit on days on which the elec- tives, and ml?ager pay to laborwas devised by several profes- tric current would be strong; and ers would ·thus cease. Some held,
sors of electrical-engineering. the "watt" on days on which moreover, that :the stock-market
:Most of -the founders agreed that the current would be weaker.
would never again crash; for ,the
money would 1be eliminated by
At .this paint, however, all har- electric current could be turned
{neclmocracy. Instead, electr.ic- mony in :the ·plan vanishes. No off if it 1began to fall. Others,
ity would~supplant money ·as the specific method :.was agreed up- howevE:r, feared that since elecipe<iium:of ·excha?lge. Concern- on by those who organized the tricity woµld now be aibout the
Wf;~h,~L·~n,~t o~.th~ novel medi- weird system . that covered the same <as, m<mey, the sending of a
um, the more :radical prCYfessors plan farther ;than :the proposal man ·to the· "electric chair" would
held out for a "watt"; whereas that money a!bsolutely .would no involve an ev"en greater waste ot
:those older and more COll$erva- longer filter ··through the hands money than that '"already squan'tj\ril." pro~essqrs: would not budge of business men. Ne~t to its fa .. dered on convfots.

Schuhmann vs. Hausman. Besides
these, Haughey, Culver and Chenderlin remain in the tournament.
The smvivor of the above players
will meet Darragh in the finals.
GIFT TO JESUITS

An estate valued at $8,000,000
was given to the New YorkMaryland province of the Society
(){f Jesus recently by Mrs. Nicholas F. Brady. The estate includes
an 87-room mansion and approximately 100 acres of farmland.

Julius Lohr, B. S. P.
The favorite barber
of the Campus
3757 Mongomery Road
XERVAC
Scalp and Hair Treatments

Kruse SJars But
Recllegs 'Go Down'

I••

•

Lo~t~A

'

Squad Of Energetic
And Loquacious Technocrats

J'

blematic of the University Handball championship, was placed
on display in Science Hall this
morning.
.
Awarded again this year by the
genial Dr. Fey, an ardent backer
o.f Xavier intramurals, the handsome silver statute will be presented to the school champion
after the final match scheduled
for next week.
Kim Darragh, Pittsburgh southpaw, assured himself of a berth
in the finals by eliminating Frank
Grover, his last obstacle to supremacy in the lower bracket. A
determined player and consistent
hitter,' Darragh returned everything that bounced to subdue. the
lanky freshman three straight
games, 21-12, 21-18, 21-20. In the
quarter-finals, Darraugh had disposed of Don MacEwen, promis-

. Swing, Mistier • • • swing in one of these
new Burklee Hall blade-swing sportsters
and you'll he very definitely in tune wiih
the times. For "swi.pg" sport models
are the correct note in 1937 men's fash·
fons. Name your own. "swing" selection
~ • ~-we have all the new ones ••• and then
start singing, "Oh, how smart I am!"

With Two Trousers $37.50

POUR.TH

V I N

•••
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. .rs
. J1mior w1·. ns I n
Faces a Dilemma"; Edward J. cents per person.
Kennedy, Jr., "The Opiate of the
Fred G. Weber, evening divis- April 15 Set As
New 0 ff Ice
People"; Albert A. Stephan, "To ion student, has been named
Dea'dline For
Arms!"; Louis J. Haase, "We general chairman, with the folA Great Work To Do"; lowing committee:
C h· 0 S e n B Y Oratory Contest Have
G. Darragh, "A National
Sword & Plume
Reception - Hal F. Nolting,
Senior Sodality To• Be Awarded Wash· D.Kim
Disease: Its Antidote"; George chairman; Margaret Nieheisel,
Bruch, "A Study In Distrust", Virginia Bockelman, E i 1e en
1

Membership Drive Init·
• d. In R
·
iate
e•organ1za·.
•
Pl
N
T•
t1on
an; CW 1me
For Meetings Is Being
Sought.

1ngton Gold Medal For
0
A C
.
ratory t. onimence·
ment Exercises In June

and Alberts. Salem, "Prepa'l'ation."
Sm~th will be awarded tlJe
Washmgtcm Gold Medal for or.
atory at the Commencement Exercises in June. The medal is
The annual Washington Ora- the gift of the Xavier Alumni
torical Contest of Xavier Univer- Association.
sity oheld last Friday night in the
-----Mary G. Lodge Jteading Room
was won -by a junior in the college of liberal arts, Vincent E.
Smith, with an oration titled,
S
"Poetic Justice."
(Continued from Page l)
The decision of the .judges was . .
.
.
.
JOm
the stag-llne, which 1s exread by Louis A. Ginocchio, attorney. . In addition to himself, pected to grow to large proporthe judges were Father GeOTge tions after the completion of the
L. Murphey, S. J., and attorney card games.
Mel Snyder and his orchestra
Jerome F. Luebbers. ·
There were eight other stu- have been engaged to furnish the
dents in the contest: They were, n;.usic for the. affair. The admisin the order of their appearance, s1on charge includes both the
Robert W. ·Norris, "America card party and dance and is fifty

Evening Division
Sponsor Soc1·a I

Prendergast, Charles Baehner,
Paul Healy.
Dance - Beulah Arlinghaus,
chairman; Agnes Geiger, Robert
Woerner, Mary Louise Murphy,
John Busse, Walter Giesting,
Dorothy Dillon.
Cards - Ge.or ge Buescher,
chairman; Grace Vastine, Marianne Hess, Alma Volle, Paul
Tor.beck, Mary Fahey, Mary C.
Oeliman, Charles Tiemeier, Alma Cunningham.
Prizes - Dolores McCarthy
chairman; Catherine Nieheisle,
Pauline Hopkins, Louis Wolf,
Marie :Shepard Helen Shields
Ruth Berssen'bruegge, Georg~
Eckes.
!Publicity - Joseph K 1 opp,
chairman· C a roly n Kloeker
James R~an, Joseph Westendorf:
Eleanor Zins, Garnet Davis, Anna ~asterson.
·

Officers Of Many Cam·
pus Organizations Neg·
lect To Submit Names
Of Memhe1·s.

April 15th will be the·. deadline of application for seniors
seeking membership in. the honary Sword and Plume fraternity,
Joe Kruse, president ,of the Student Council, announced today ..
The only organizations whose
personnel was submitted to the
council for Sword and Plume
points were: Clef Club, Philoped·
ian Society, Senior Sodality, Me·r:
maid Tavern, Chess Club, and
Dante Club.

Edward Kennedy, Jr., junior
A. B. student, was elected president of the Senior Sodality at
the regular meeting last Friday.
.Kennedy wiU succeed Leonard
Gartner who has served the October--March term.
Other officers chosen -at the
meeting were: Al .Stephan, vice
president; John Foga.rty, secretary; Joseph Brown, treasurer;
and William Reilly, vice prefect.
Plans for the coming year will - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
be discussed by the officers at
their induction F.riday, and at a
meeting of the sodality Monday,
March 22, when a new membership drive will be opened.
· Particular stress will 'be laid
on the need for a time when all
members of the sodality can convene without conflicting with
their class schedule .

•

Leslie .Howard·

.Students Will
Ballot For
Prom Band

says Luckies are "tops" with
his throat

"Years ago, as an ambitious young
actor, I was impressed how well my
throat liked Luckie5 and how well
they suited my idea of a perfect
cigarette. That impression still
stands.Inmyrecenttouroj'Hamlet',
with its many performances each
week and the attendant tax on my
throat, I have been convinced anew
that this light smoke is both delightful to my taste and the 'top' cig~
rette,for an actor's throat."

Hamp, McCoy, Gill,
Rapp, Brown, Childs
And Daily Nominated.
BY RAYMOND J. WILSON
Today and tomorrow are elec.tion days. There's no politics in
thfa election, though. This is the
election for the maestroship of
the Junior Prom. The candidates
for the highest office of the social
year are: Johnriy Hamp, Clyde
McCoy, Emerson Gill, Barney
.Rapp, Les Brown, Reggie Childs
· and Frank Dailey. Dailey filed
his petition for admission to the
ballot at the last minute. He has
· often been heard in Cincinnati
on his broadcasts from the Mea. dowbrook in Pompton .Heights,
N. J., and Xavier prom-trotters
' will recall that he opened the
Moonlight Gardens last June.
Ballots will be distributed in
the li.'brary building today and
tomorrow and the Xavier student
, body will select the orchestra for
the Promenade. "The voting of
the students will absolutely be
·· final," declared A}bert A. Steph;, an, chairman, in answer to a
charge that "it was all a public:· ity stunt."
Date Changed

The date for the event has been
.. definitely changed from April 23
·to April 16. The committee ad. vised all prospective promenad:. ers to notify their "dates" of the
~ change immediately. A coriven.· tion at the Netherland Plaza and
. the inability of the two leading
.. contenders for the maestroship
'· to appear on the original date
: caused the change.
'· Stephan is still keeping the
·. name of the Queen a secret-·; doubtless for the element of sus:. pense - •but promises to release
' her name in the next issue of the
'.:News. Senior President Joseph
:; Kruse's partner in the Grand
:; Miarch has been- selected by the
·'Evening Division of the Univer!; sity.
.
'
RETREAT MASTER
The Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S. J.,
':recently was so successful as a
:retreat~aster at Marqqette Uni·
:: versity, that students are already
:: circulating a .petition to 'bring
him back as a retreat master next
:·year.
<J

J

An independent sur~ey was made recently
among professional men and women-lawyers,
doctors, lecturers, scientists, etc•.. 0£ those who said
·.they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they
personally prefer a light smoke.
Mr. Howard verifies the wisdom of this pref..
erence, and so do other leading artists of the
radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are
their fortunes. That's why ·.so many of them
smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies-a light smoke, free of certain
harsh irritants removed by the exdusive process
ccit's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

THE FINEST TOBACCOS"THE.CREAM OF THE CROP"

A Light Smoke
"It's Toasted"-Your Throat Protection
AGAINST
IRRITATION-AGAINST
COUGH
.
.
.

